SANDRA MARIE HUMBY (UK)
“THE HEART HEALING POWER OF THE ROSE”

Workshop descriptor
The Rose has long been seen as a powerful healer of Heart trauma. The unresolved stories which we
hold within our bodies can create a contraction to life and ultimately lead to health challenges.
In this workshop Sandra will share her unique journey and the work she has developed with the
Rose and how you can use the healing power of the Rose for yourself and your clients.
We will also explore the Sacred Geometry of the Rose, how she works at a cellular level in the body
and why she is so important now.
During this session you will
•
•
•

Deepen your intuitive connection to the whispered messages from the Rose
Understand the energy anatomy of the 5 key emotional traumas/jewels
Experience the creation of a rose healing grid

About Sandra…
Sandra Marie Humby is an Energy Alchemist and Contemporary Mystic with a lifetime’s immersion in
the activation and empowerment of the authentic voice and presence of the Sacred Feminine
within. She is the author and creator of Rose Alchemy: Rose Oracle for the Heart, the Rose Alchemy
Healing program and beautiful energy supporting products. Sandra is a carrier of the Rose flame
Codes of Consciousness for the Aquarian Age. An initiate of the Order of the White Rose, she brings
the knowledge of the Ancient Way of Light through the Sisters and Brothers of the Rose and Master
Teachers. Her work is in opening a path of illumination, Inner Peace and Loving action and activating
the Soul’s highest calling to a life of beauty, truth and Love.

Sandra has a rich and varied background of over 35 years immersed in the world of Wellbeing,
Design and Metaphysics. She is an experienced Pranic Healer, Pranic Psychotherapist, Dowser and
House Whisperess. She has a passion for the Sacred in life, the Ancient Mystery school lineage and
Sacred Geometry, all of which she weaves through her work with the Rose.
Sandra shares her teachings through inspirational seminars, retreats, classes and personal sessions
in the UK, Europe and USA.
www.rosealchemy.com

